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Abstract
Following the new industrial revolution (Industry 4.0), we find ourselves in a period
characterized by the automation, digitization, and interconnection of components in production
processes and their integration into cyber-physical systems (CPS) capable of managing
production in a flexible, efficient, and environmentally friendly way. These systems also
support advanced maintenance strategies, providing real-time information and predictive
capabilities for asset management. The configuration of the predictive solutions depends on the
case studied, and the equipment used and involves a continuous improvement of them
depending on the response from practice over a period. Data prediction in predictive
maintenance, through Machine Learning (ML) and Deep Learning (DL), belongs to the field of
“data science”, is in continuous evolution and research and requires, in the same measure,
continuous training of specialists in data study.
There are currently too few data-science specialists trained in statistical analysis and data
prediction, especially in the industrial field. Their work must be closely linked to the work of
industry specialists, as the information collected by analysts depends to a large extent on
collaboration with industry engineers.
Regarding the maintenance activity, at present, in Romania, a large part of the industrial
enterprises implements at most the preventive maintenance, being too little aligned with the
requirements of Industry 4.0. Predictive maintenance reduces maintenance costs and the cost
of purchasing spare parts, improving production quality, but requires specialized hardware and
software. Current solutions on the market are still extremely expensive, few and far between
and come from large multinational companies.
Too few companies store data from machines in the cloud for later management using software
tools that analyse, report, forecast, or coordinate production. It is, therefore, necessary to
develop CMMS (Computerized Maintenance Management System) software tools for
maintenance management.
The objectives of the doctoral thesis
Starting from the analysis of the context of the fourth industrial revolution and of the existing
software solutions on the market for the maintenance applied with the help of CMMS systems,
IIoT devices and predictive mathematical models applied on big data (Big Data), the thesis aims
to address in a broad context all types of maintenance that can be applied in these systems.
The main objective of this paper is to create a CMMS system - a maintenance platform - which
is intended to be a flexible, modular, extensible tool so that it can manage all types of
maintenance within an industrial enterprise: corrective, preventive, maintenance based on status
monitoring, predictive maintenance, depending on the company's maintenance strategies, in
one or more production locations, in a multilingual system. The platform will also allow
coordination with the other departments in the company, such as the procurement department,
the IT department, the production department, etc., so that the maintenance processes and
implicitly the production processes are optimized in an integrated system. This main objective
assumes the development of an e-maintenance software tool that can be implemented in both
SaaS (Software as a Service) and on-premise mode (the software application is installed on the
servers of the company that uses it) and that is addressed to all enterprises. using automated
equipment and production lines in the production and processing of materials.
To achieve this main objective was necessary to address some secondary endpoints that
include a series of theoretical analysis and conceptual developments as follows:
- the study of systems architecture cyber-physical identifies the elements to be connected to
the platform
- study the concepts of maintenance applied in the industry 4.0 and the selection of those
useful for the operation of the platform.
- the study of anomaly detection techniques by statistical methods and artificial intelligence
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and the choice of those that will be integrated into the functions of the platform.
- identification of techniques for diagnosing defects in components / equipment and methods
for predicting failure by predictive algorithms of Machine Learning and Deep Learning
suitable for the proposed solution.
- selection of algorithms for predicting the remaining useful life of the appropriate
equipment for the designed platform.
- the study of the predictive analysis and maintenance platforms existing on the market and
the highlighting of their limitations.
From the perspective of the design and effective development of the proposed platform as the
main objective, several secondary objectives are also defined:
- implementation of a monitoring and data storage system through IoT technology.
- implementation of a remote assistance system for maintenance technicians.
- monitoring the status of assets and expenses related to maintenance interventions.
- implementation of a configurator for equipment / machines
- implementation of a configurator for scheduled maintenance operations
- implementation of a scheduler for scheduled maintenance operations
- implementation of a ticketing system between company departments
- implementation of a library of ML and DL models, built and refined over time depending
on the cases in industry
- implementation of a training library for maintenance technicians, built over time, using the
CMMS system.
- building technical libraries that can be easily accessed by technicians or engineers in
scheduled or unscheduled maintenance operations.
The structure of the doctoral thesis
The thesis is structured in 6 chapters:
In Chapter 1 are presented the field of the thesis, the motivation of the research topic and the
objectives of the doctoral thesis.
Chapter 2 analyses the structure and components of a CPS system necessary for the design and
development of the maintenance management platform and identifies the main types of
maintenance that should be addressed within the platform.
Relevant aspects are addressed regarding the
- concept of the smart factory and its implementation according to the automation pyramid.
- the evolution of predictive maintenance and intelligent production information systems.
- the cyber-physical system for maintenance management in the context of Industry 4.0, in
the 5C (CPS), 7C (CPSS) architecture and its evolution (D-CPSS).
- a summary of the history of the four generations of maintenance and their techniques.
- the evolution of the maintenance concept: reactive, preventive maintenance, maintenance
based on condition monitoring, predictive maintenance, total productive maintenance,
maintenance focused on reliability, maintenance performed with CMMS systems.
- introduction of the concept of PHM (Prognostics and Health Management).
- comparison between the maintenance concepts presented.
Chapter 3 explores several algorithms that could be used in the platform for operating condition
management and equipment and component forecasting. A series of algorithms are presented
for:
- detecting the anomaly: by multivariate statistical analysis, by reducing the dimensionality
with PCA analysis, using artificial neural networks with supervised and unsupervised
learning.
- model-based fault diagnosis using methods based on parameter identification, methods
based on parity equations, methods based on observers, methods based on neural networks
for residual generation.
- data-based diagnostics using classification techniques using traditional Machine Learning
5
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algorithms: decision trees, vector-supported machines, k-Nearest Neighbour algorithm,
artificial neural networks.
- data-based diagnostics using classification techniques using Deep Learning algorithms,
such as autoencoders, CNN convolutional neural networks, recurrent RNN neural
networks, hybrid networks.
- prognosis of defects and remaining useful life of components / equipment (RUL).
- forecasting techniques - experience-based forecasting approach through: AI methods of
Deep Learning, survival models, stochastic filtering, methods of similarity between
degradation trajectories.
- forecasting techniques - data-driven forecasting approach through linear and exponential
degradation models, AI methods of Deep Learning.
- forecasting techniques - model-based forecasting approach by recursive estimators.
Chapter 4 discusses several predictive analytics and maintenance platforms available on the
market: Dataiku, RapidMiner, IBM Applications, HP Haven Predictive Analytics, Microsoft
Azure Machine Learning, H2O.ai, Data Robot, SAP HANA XSA, SAP Predictive Maintenance
and Service, Siemens Mind Sphere, GE Predix. This study was conducted to identify the current
state and possible research directions for the development of the IOTIA platform.
In Chapter 5, the main objective of the thesis is achieved by presenting the concept and
development of the platform. This chapter includes:
- Introduction to systems CMMS, with which the current context in terms of maintenance
and implementation of this tool e-maintenance
- concept platform, are in-line modules platform:
Interface Dashboard Module Configurator Module Administration, Preventive Maintenance
Module, Mobile Maintenance Application Using AR Technology (and QR Code
Implementation), Monitoring Module, Prediction Module, in which two case studies were
presented - prediction of component failure in a time window, using algorithms
multiclassification (Random Forest, Gradient Boosting, XGBoost, Naïve Bayes, Neural
Network) and bearing fault diagnosis by vibration analysis using the Deep Learning
approach (CNN, RNN, RNN CNN, LSTM CNN, LSTM)
Chapter 6 presents the final conclusions that are detached from the theoretical and applied
aspects that competed in the development of the proposed platform, synth highlighting the
original contributions and mentioning the prospects for further development. The list of
publications during the doctoral studies is also reviewed.
IOTIA Maintenance Platform - CMMS for maintenance management in industry 4.0
The IOTIA (Internet of Things Industrial & Automation) platform is a pilot project, its purpose
is to be a tool for managing all types of maintenance and to be applied to several types of
industry production. The platform is scalable and can be configured in the case of companies
that own several factories.
The platform structure is modular (Fig.1) and allows:
- in the section Configurator, defining factories, configuring assets (components,
subassemblies, machines) and maintenance operations in the Planner, defining errors in the
Error Glossary, defining suppliers, consumables and setting vocabulary and languages.
- in the section Settings, define company staff, define user accounts, set permissions and
roles, configure the ticketing system for support, and other general settings.
- in the section Administration, instantiation and administration of production lines and
their associated machines, planning and scheduling of interventions in the Intervention
Generator, definition of personal training sessions.
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Fig. 1. Modules in the IOTIA Platform

- in the Maintenance section, management of interventions and preventive and reactive
maintenance operations. The section manages maintenance operations for each logged-in user
as a maintenance technician or director, component or consumable delivery requests, alerts,
remote assistance via a video conferencing system, ticketing support, training reports,
- in the Web interface for AR glasses and tablet section, operation of maintenance by onsite maintenance technicians using AR maintenance application, using augmented reality
technology and mobile devices,
- in the Monitoring section, monitoring of assets, subassemblies, and components on
production lines,
- in the section Predictions, the implementation of predictive models for fault detection
and forecasting, using classification, regression algorithms or algorithms for the detection of
vibration anomalies; the models are associated with the assets / components monitored within
the platform and are included in Jupiter Notebook files,
- in the Utilities section, defining public and private file libraries (defined by users),
building the technical standardized environment, technical documentation on maintenance
operations, daily activity log of platform users, ad configurator and database backup options.
- in the Dashboard, the control panel with navigation and summary view of maintenance
and custom activity statistics, depending on the logged in user.
The platform uses a Model-View-Controller approach and is a web-based platform.
Dashboard
The control panel (Dashboard) is the introductory panel that is configured according to the
connected user with various roles or access rights: wider for administrators, general manager,
IT director, maintenance managers, or smaller, for maintenance technicians, procurement
operators, specialists coordinating maintenance operations, operating in one or more locations
or technical support assistants, defined within the departments.
The control panel is a summary and a link to the sections of the platform. Displays a schedule
of scheduled maintenance operations with reference to operation, event, or reminder sheets for
specific personal tasks set by the user or system administrator. The list of pending tickets from
various departments (maintenance, procurement, IT), the status of the latest requests to the
purchasing department for spare parts (components) and ordering and delivery information is
highlighted.
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Links to monitored assets, the latest announcements from the factory departments (management
/ production / maintenance) and a list of actions are displayed To do entered by the logged in
user for better management of his activities.
Configurator Module
The Configurator contains 9 configuration subsections as seen in the menu in Fig.2:
• defining platform languages,
• defining components,
• defining subassemblies,
• defining machines,
• defining suppliers,
• defining consumables,
• defining maintenance operations - the planner,
• defining the error glossary,
• defining the factories.
The platform is initiated in 6 languages but can be extended by adding other language modules.

Fig.2. Configurator - Subassemblies

The first subsection - Manage Language allows you to insert new languages and edit
sentences in all defined languages, using a CSV import procedure for the expressions to be
translated, but also a local translation procedure. This feature facilitates the operation of the
platform in a multicultural organization.
The second subsection - Components - initiates the component library. All component
codes that make up the machines used in the factory according to the documentation in the
manufacturer's technical books, together with other characteristics of the component, as well as
a library of technical files.
The service life in hours is determined by the manufacturer's data and is recalculated based on
component replacement data, as an average of the operating hours between two successive
replacements and subsequently adjusted by predictive models.
After initiating the entire list of components that will be subjected to the maintenance process
(planned or incidental replacement), the third subsection of the configurator, Subassemblies,
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defines all subassemblies that make up the machines at the factory, according to the
subassembly code provided by the manufacturer and the position index in the asset outline.
Each subassembly will in turn have a specific file library defined, representing multiple views
of the subassembly, in sketches, available to maintenance technicians on mobile devices. The
sketches show the components marked with a position indicator.
The Machinery section initiates the structure of all machines / equipment in the factory
subject to reactive / planned or monitored maintenance activities in the cloud. Each asset is
constructed from the structures of the subassemblies and components originally created.
Suppliers are defined in the next subsection, and in the sixth section the consumables indicated
by the manufacturer are defined, each consumable being associated with a list of subassemblies.
Thus, when scanning the AR (or QR) subassembly code, the operator can easily check the
consumables indicated in the maintenance operations.
The Scheduler section, in the Configurator, configures with the option New Operation,
for each subassembly (subassembly code), all the maintenance operations associated with it and
existing in the technical documentation of the asset.
In addition to the maintenance operations specified in the documentation for lubrication,
control, cleaning, setting, etc., with the options Generate operations at break down or Generate
Planned Replacements, the Configurator administrator will generate a generic "break-down
component replacement" operation for each component in the subassembly that needs to be
replaced in the event of a breakdown and the generic operation "planned component
replacement" for the components of the subassembly that require regular replacement (this
operation has as frequency - the estimated number of hours of operation of the component).
In the name of the component replacement operation, the generator script Scheduler - Generate
Planned Replacements - will include the component code and positioning index in the
subassembly diagram for quick identification.
Once all subassembly operations have been initiated, when the actual production lines
and machines are instantiated, planning for maintenance operations in the Intervention
Generator / Administration section becomes an easier task. This is because all operations are
automatically instantiated, based on the frequency set in the Scheduler, by a Cron script or
instantiated in case of emergency maintenance, following the inspection of the maintenance
technician and the validations given by the maintenance director.
The maintenance operation sheet contains the description of the procedure, the
operating frequency in hours, the warning window in hours, a file library (which supports any
extension accepted in the Settings section) available to operators during the intervention and all
consumables allowed for the subassembly. The descriptive files of the operation procedure (in
pdf or video format) will be available in the tablet application, in the Technical Library
associated with the operation, when the maintenance technician scans the subassembly code, in
the stage of performing the maintenance operation.
The configurator also records an error glossary (mechanical, electrical), in which the
authorized user sets all the error codes defined on the subassembly / machine code. In this way,
in the maintenance operation sheet, the technician will be able to add the error code that
triggered the event, this being also valuable later, in prediction algorithms, in estimating the
remaining RUL life of a component.
The error code is accompanied in the library with information such as potential causes
and ways to fix the error, which can help maintenance technicians during interventions. The
last subsection of the Configurator configures the company's factories, with contact details,
locations, and representatives.
This section creates and manages the actual factory entities: production lines,
production line machines, subassemblies, and components, based on the Configurator,
all of which are assigned to a factory and uniquely coded by an ID.
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The Lines subsection displays the production lines for one or more factories, and by selecting
a line you get access to a tree view with the list of machines, subassemblies and their
components by suggestive buttons.
The screen of a production line displays the assets to be maintained, and the status of the
machine (Available / Pause / Maintenance / Unavailable) is read from the PLCs and displayed
in suggestive colours. Each machine instantiated on the line is accompanied by an AR (or QR)
code.
The IOTIA platform has two implementation options for scan codes associated with machines
and subassemblies: the AR version with ArUco codes and the version that implements QR
codes. The first option has the advantage of AR technology to over-augment virtual content
when scanning but has the disadvantage that it offers a limited number of markers / codes, only
2 ^ 10 = 1024 ArUco codes. This may limit the solution for industrial enterprises with hundreds
of machines and thousands of subassembly codes, while the QR version is more versatile.
An ArUco code is a black and white 5x5 grid in which the first, third, and fifth columns
represent parity bits. The second and fourth columns represent data bits. Therefore, there are
only ten bits of data in total.
By scanning the AR / QR code, via mobile devices or using the desktop application,
with the suggestive buttons you
can reach a deeper view of the situation of
subassemblies and related components (Fig.3), respectively of interventions on the selected
asset and a view of monitored car assembly. In Figure 3, selecting a subassembly displays the
history of maintenance operations, the history of component replacements, the history of
component orders, and the attached file library in the Configurator.

Fig. 3. Administration - Subassembly Sheet: Modelling Head (Subassembly Code: 281737)

The replacement history of the components of a subassembly will be used by the
predictive model, both for planned and unplanned replacements, when severe degradation or
damage occurs. In the first case -- the Scheduled Component Replacement history is useful for
building the feature: the number of days of component operation since the last replacement,
and in the second case -- the Component Break-down Replacement history is used to build the
target value: component failure, for labelling the “failure” data of the components.
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Another important feature for the predictive model, the RUL estimate of the time remaining
until the component fails, is the "age of the machine" or the number of years of operation, and
the machine model, expressed by Machine Code, which will be extracted from the asset sheet.
In the Intervention Generator subsection (Fig.4) maintenance interventions are initiated
on the production lines, planned or in the event of a breakdown. Each intervention will include
separate operations for one or more subassemblies of a machine. The component operations of
the intervention are generated by the Cron script or manually, at the intervention of the
maintenance director, following the technical damage inspections, depending on the Planner.
Operations of configurable sets all maintenance operations and intervals for outgoing.

Fig. 4. Administration - Generating Interventions

- Visualization and creation of interventions on the production line
In case of emergency intervention, the “break-down” operations will be automatically
selected, set in the Configurator for each type of defect discovered during the asset inspection
and assigned to subassembly code.
Immediately after the automatic generation performed by Cron, the intervention has the status
of Pending, and the system administrator or maintenance manager will schedule the desired
operations, establishing the intervention team from the group of factory technicians or
subcontractors, if they outsource maintenance services. It will also set the start date and a
deadline for the completion of the intervention operations, and the intervention will enter the
status of Not started. When the technician the execution of the first operation begins, the status
of the intervention becomes: In progress.
For each operation generated in part by Cron, the number of hours will be estimated in
the operation sheet so that, for an entire intervention, the system will be able to estimate the
total number of hours required for all intervention operations. The estimated number of hours
will also generate an estimated cost of the intervention (labour) depending on the type of tariff
that is set per intervention: fixed cost intervention, tariff per hour of intervention or tariff per
hour of operation. The number of hours performed for a given operation will be calculated
based on the validation by the technician of the start and end times of an operation.
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There are situations in which this time interval may also include waiting times, for various
reasons (lack of components or materials needed for the intervention, lack of available staff),
and the number of hours worked by the technician to be much smaller.
Real time can be captured by the timing system from the technician's interface (mobile / tablet
or desktop application), by timing with the option Start Timer and Stop Timer. Thus, the method
of charging for interventions and operations is very flexible through the system created, and
maintenance costs can be designed flexibly in terms of labour costs, spare parts costs,
consumables costs and other costs.
Each operation in the intervention sheet is marked by a Status, initially marked Not
Started, and modified by the technician as: In Progress, Completed, Delayed, and a Priority
Grade: Low, Medium, High, Urgent, set by the administrator.
Thus, it will be possible to report on the interventions and the state of operations as well
as on the timing situations, both in the Maintenance Management module, in general, with
broad access / edit / view rights, for the maintenance director, and restricted , in the Maintenance
module, for the logged-in technicians, who will be able to view only their own operations and
reports, having access to the interventions to which they have been assigned to intervene.
The IOTIA platform integrates scripts for sending email alerts, depending on the degree
of priority, each time tasks are assigned to technicians or maintenance operations are
undertaken by them, by communicating the status of the work.
This level of configuration of maintenance operations, by assigning a time interval to
each intervention and operations specific to the maintenance team, prioritization, but also the
feedback of technicians, provides a clearer picture of the status of assets and tasks and will
generate a clearer view of operations in the Maintenance section, logged in users with different
access rights.
Training sessions are initiated in the Administration module. In this section, the
maintenance director / evaluator can create various evaluation questionnaires, and the feedback
and employee training sheets can be viewed in the Personal Training section.
Preventive Maintenance Module
The section reflects all items set in Administration but filtered for view by permission and user
type. This section contains:
• Production lines, by viewing assets on production lines with all subassemblies and
information about component structures and defined libraries that are allowed to the user logged
in to the section.
• Interventions, by viewing all the interventions in which the user is assigned to perform
operations and operate them in the Operation Sheets. Each Intervention Form provides the
assigned technician / supervisor / maintenance director / reliability engineer with a more
complex view by:
• intervention summary (Fig. 5),
• list of operations and operation sheets
• time sheets,
• files attached by intervention members,
• discussions undertaken by the assigned team,
• the Gantt chart of the situation of the operations according to the assigned status /
technicians, both on the production line and on the intervention, the
• tickets issued between the departments within the intervention operations and the
situation of the expenses.
• Operations, by cumulative viewing of all operations within all interventions assigned to
the connected technician / supervisor.
• Alerts (a list of alerts sent to the user)
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• Remote Assistance Support, a subsection that integrates a video conferencing solution
between support assistants / maintenance managers / supervisors / specialists and field
technicians undertaking operations.
• Support through Ticketing System, with tickets open / in progress / with response /
pending and closed, between the departments of Maintenance, Production, Procurement, IT,
etc. The subsection allows communication between departments, each open ticket can contain
a sequence of answers in chronological order and can be defined by several statuses.
• Training, by viewing the training sessions of the connected user or viewed on the entire
team / factory, depending on permissions and role.
The elements of this module are only related to preventive and break-down
maintenance, status-based maintenance and predictive maintenance are available in separate
modules.

FIG. 5. Preventive Maintenance - Intervention Summary

The Maintenance module allows the user to view all information related to assets and
interventions in two ways: either from within the platform (via the desktop application) or using
a web-based AR application designed for tablet resolution and AR Glasses. The pilot project
used the Vuzix M400 model for AR glasses.
The mobile application for maintenance with AR technology
The mobile application with AR technology (Deac et al, 2017) was initially launched as a
research topic by the partner FESTO Didactic and consisted of creating a mobile web-based
application for maintenance, using WEB and AR technologies open-source. It was later included
in the IOTIA platform as a mobile web interface for field technicians, being connected to the
desktop software application, but using QR codes instead of ArUco codes due to the limitation
of the latter number.
13
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The purpose of this application is to provide useful information for intervention teams and to
facilitate the validation of inspection sheets and operations by:
- identifying machines and their components
- viewing the status of machine components and subassemblies
- accessing information on the history of processes previous maintenance (operations
performed, observations of technicians, causes of failures, team members)
- information on stock of components, suppliers, prices
- easily complete the technical inspection sheet or the operation sheet within an intervention,
by validating the actions taken, materials and consumables used
- sending orders to the purchasing department for spare parts / consumables
- accessing the technical library attached to subassemblies and components (with user manuals,
technical manuals, technical drawings of the location of components)
- accessing the library media containing videos about maintenance operations
- requesting support, through remote assistance, through the augmented video conferencing
application.
- opening a ticket to the company's departments, using the ticketing support.
Only web technologies have been used to create the application, so the application can run
directly in the web browser, on any type of device or operating system. The type of client-server
architecture ensures the centralization of information and the ease of maintaining libraries. The
major challenge was to identify existing web technologies that could support this
implementation.
We started with the basic principle of creating an augmented reality application, namely:
- downloading a video stream from a webcam
- analyzing AR identification markers
- generating 2D or 3D augmented content
- displaying the video stream and augmented content
The WebRTC / getUserMedia version was chosen for the video stream from the camera, which
is a new HTML5 technology that does not require the installation of any additional drivers or
plugins. The application interface was created using HTML5, CSS and JavaScript, and PHP and
MySQL were used for the server application.
ArUco libraries have been chosen for AR markers, for which there is already
implementation in JavaScript (ArUco libraries are based on OpenCV technology).

Fig. 6. Markers AR - ARUCO

WebGL 2.0. (Web graphics library) technology has been applied for augmented 2D or 3D
content implemented in the THREE.js library, which allows the creation, import and display of
3D animations using JavaScript, without the need to import plugins.
The principle of operation is as follows:
- The technician scans with the tablet, phone or laptop, using the video camera, the markers
placed on each machine (the representative marker of the machine or the markers of its
subassemblies).
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- When identifying the markers, the identification information of the machine / subassembly
and their minimum description (image, name, code) are superimposed on the image provided
by the camera.
-The technician approaches the target subassembly, and at that moment, following the
identification based on the AR marker, all the useful information related to it is loaded in the
web interface.

Fig. 7. Scan interface

The Start (Home) interface includes:
- My Operations: includes the list of all operations assigned to the technician
- My Inspections: includes the list of all inspections performed by the technician
- Calendar: contains tasks assigned to the technician on calendar data
- Button Start Scan selects the camera (front or back)
Interface Scan (SCAN) (Fig. 7) includes:
• the scanning screen where the AR application is implemented,
• link to the Library section where a technical library is selectively loaded, depending on the
scanned AR marker,
• link to the History Maintenance section, which will load information related to the
maintenance history of the scanned subassembly (subassembly code) with the operation
sheets,
• link to Procurement, which will load the history of delivery requests and purchases of
components of the scanned subassembly.
Clicking on each tab displayed in the Library screen opens diagrams, pdf instruction manuals
or demonstration videos related to the maintenance operations performed on the scanned
subassembly, defined in the Configurator section in the Planner library, once the operations
are defined on subassembly code or in Subassemblies bookstore.
The screen Maintenance History contains the history of maintenance operations
performed on the scanned subassembly, displayed by status: Not Started / In Progress /
Completed / Postponed with detailed, one-click information about each operation.
The interface includes access to remote support through the RTC Web-based video
conferencing application, which is included in the web application but can also be launched by
15
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AR glasses, and includes ticketing support for opening a ticket to the purchasing, maintenance,
production or IT.
To perform the assigned operations, the technician will call the symbol Home, exit the
AR interface, and access My Operations. Here you will be able to view a list of statuses with
all the operations on subassemblies that have been assigned to it in the Intervention Generator.
By selecting an operation, the operation file will be opened (Fig. 8), and the code of the
subassembly to which the operation refers will be updated in the memory and the data related
to it will repopulate the tabs: Bookstore, Maintenance History, Purchases.

Fig.8. My Operations Interface / Operation Sheet The

technician will mark the start of the operation by selecting a new status with the option:
Mark in Progress, and for timing will start the timer. He will check step by step the description
of the operation and possibly the observations of the maintenance director. If you want technical
information about the operation (subassembly diagrams, video about the operation), you will
access the library for consultation or request remote support by accessing the video
conferencing application.
The technician will fill in the Consumption Form with used consumables or replaced
parts and will be able to issue delivery requests to the purchasing department (Order) for
consumables or spare parts if he does not have the necessary for replacement.
At the end of the operation, if the operation is of the component replacement type, the
technician marks the status Completed, and the component scheduled replacement operation is
automatically marked in the database in the scheduled replacement table. The replacement
operation will be recorded in the table component failure, recording the date, id and component
code for the predictive model. In the Consumption Sheet, the consumables used, and the parts
replaced in the event of failure are marked by ticking in the displayed list of components of the
subassembly.
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In the operation sheet, the technician will insert observation notes. If a new purchase is required,
the operator will access the Delivery Request button, in which he will tick the code of the
required components from the component list of the subassembly and the number of parts, thus
generating a delivery request for purchases. All delivery requests will also be viewed on the
platform in the Orders / Delivery Requests submenu.
The entire operation described above can also be performed from within the platform (desktop
application), by selecting the Intervention Form in the Interventions section or by directly
accessing the Operations subsection in List mode or Kan Ban mode.
Video conferencing support allows multiple users to connect simultaneously and
includes the following features:
• High-Definition audio video communication,
• Screen sharing
• File transfer,
• text chat,
• video sharing on YouTube,
• SIP connection with other proprietary conferencing systems.
Video conferences can be recorded and uploaded to the Configurator's video library for later
use by other technicians / operators.
Monitoring module
Monitoring of machines within the platform is done either based on data taken from PLCs
(telemetry data, machine status, alerts, electrical or mechanical error codes), or based on sensors
mounted on machines for analysis of various parameters condition: vibrations, temperatures,
etc.
The pilot project used TA312-M12A sensors for measuring vibration and temperature,
which were installed on a machine in the bakery industry for dough modeling - the Vipava 3000
500 long modelling machine. The
TA312-M12A sensors have the following characteristics: voltage power supply
between 3-5V, sensitivity 25mV / g, a frequency response between 0.5-15000 Hz and
temperature range between 3 and 121 degrees Celsius.
The machine-mounted sensors are connected to an ESP32 microcontroller via an ADC
(digital to analogue converter) channel.
The ADC of the microcontroller has a SAR (Successive Approximation Register)
architecture with a resolution of 12 bits. To be able to capture information in the frequency
range typical of bearing vibrations (at least up to 5kHz) a double sampling frequency of at least
10kHz is required.
The TA312-M12A piezoelectric sensor used has a nominal sample specified by the
manufacturer with a division of 25mV / g, a frequency response range up to 12kHz (± 10%)
and a dynamic measuring range up to 50g. To cover the dynamic range, a resolution of the ADC
is required which, depending on the nominal sample specified by the manufacturer, covers the
maximum possible value. The ADC of the microcontroller specification meets this range: 2 ^
(12-1) / 25 = 81.92g> 50g (The minimum accepted resolution is 11bit, in which case a
maximum dynamic range of 40.96g is reached, losing only 9 samples in the specified dynamic
range).
Given the effective analogue bandwidth of the integrated 6kHz ADC for which it
maintains a linear response based on the sampling frequency, the aim was:
• Implement a look-up table to normalize the frequency response, with an initial calibration
routine that uses the microcontroller's DAC to implement a feedback loop. It is used to map
all points in the frequency ranges outside the specification.
• Implementation of a wrapper polynomial correction
17
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To improve the SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio), the ratio between the desired signal and the noise,
to reduce noise was aimed at:
• Implementation of an analogue RC filter for the nominal sampling frequency of 10kHz
• Testing a solution oversampling
• Implementation of a low-pass digital filter to eliminate spectral noise due to reflections,
with the possibility of use in conjunction with anti-aliasing oversampling
• Use of a nominal response instrumentation amplifier in the frequency range up to 10kHz
for SNR improvement (desired signal-to-noise ratio)
Communication with the server is done wirelessly over IP, at the frame level through
the MQTT protocol, and at the level of transmitted information the specific format Influx DB
from the Line protocol is used. There is also the possibility of creating a network mesh between
microcontrollers with a single MQTT gateway (Fig. 9) in the margin of limiting the rate of data
that can be processed by each node.

FIG. 9. Factory data transport with Mesh network

For the current monitoring solution with a high data rate, a direct connection was used
with the Wi-Fi router that takes the data from the microcontroller and transmits it to the server.
At the higher level of the communication protocol (MQTT) two implementations were tried:
MQTT over TCP frame and MQTT over WebSocket’s. The first implementation is used for
bulk data samples, and the latter has higher performance for serial data.
Therefore, the implementation within the microcontroller can have 2 variants of
transmitting samples in packages: in bulk (samples accumulated over a predefined period of
time, the size of the block) and serial, in real time (each package contains a single sample) .
The latter has poor performance in the event of a large data flow.
Telemetry data from machines are collected from PLCs via OPC UA, IP or other
accepted protocols.is used to view the data Grafana Dashboards.
The monitoring section displays the production lines with the monitored machines and
the monitored asset sheets. An overview of the machine is displayed by selecting a monitored
machine. It contains data about the machine, such as: name, manufacturer code, ID, machine
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number, year of production, current status of the machine, weight (Kg), rated voltage (V),
frequency (Hz), voltage connection (kW), date of installation, availability in hours, time
unavailable in hours, total number of alerts, error logs, total number of critical issues by
counting all break-down operations in the history of interventions, last service with last
intervention (date) next intervention (time) index status of the machine.
The screen also displays a table with all the operations performed on the machine
subassemblies in the intervention history, including break-down operations and planned
component replacement.
Depending on the parameters monitored on each machine, an i-frame view, called Panel,
generated in Grafana, an open-source platform for querying, viewing and alerting time series
parameters and logs, displays graphs of status parameters, moving average at 6 or 12 hours,
depending on the configured interval, using the ability to mediate graphs (diagrams). It can still
use a counter time, using the feature Legend, to display the average, minimum, maximum, using
the mediation line (Plot average line) or other aggregation data, such as Mediate and Median.
The main telemetry parameters that characterize the evolution of the car will be
considered in the characteristics that will form the final set of input that will drive the predictive
model.

Fig. 10. Visualization of telemetry data with Grafana

Predictive Maintenance Module
This section contains predictive models developed in the platform based on data
accumulated from sensors and PLCs and transmitted to the central server as well as data stored
in CMMS from maintenance teams or other imported databases. Predictive models are written
in Jupyter Notebook, an open-source web application called the platform, which shares
documents that include code, views, and additional descriptions.
The platform uses notebooks to analyse exploratory data, stored in a library organized
in folders and files, running a notebook server. Connections are made to the central server that
hosts the unified database and to the local servers in the factory that store telemetry data
received from sensors or PLCs. Data is read and uploaded to the Pandas library. Other libraries
are used for graphical data display, visualization, scientific calculations (Matplotlib, Seaborn,
SciPy library) and modelling.
Models are built using high-level APIs such as Keras for implementations Deep
Learning, scikit-learn for ML implementations in Python, pre-processing, model selection,
classification, regression, clustering, and scaling.
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Predicting component failure in a time window using multi-classification
algorithms. Study the case.
Detecting the fault, diagnosing faults, and knowing the likelihood of a particular
machine failing due to components in the next period are crucial topics in Industry 4.0 analysis.
In this way, we can prevent major failures in advance and act before the event occurs through
timely maintenance, with limited resources, in a more cost-effective way, improving the quality
and supply chain.
In this implementation we want to know the probability that a certain car will fail due
to the failure of a critical component in the next time frame.
Planned replacement operations are known to run at regular intervals when some
components may still work. Knowing the probability of component failure in a matter of days,
you can control the cost of maintenance by performing preventive maintenance at the right
time, close to failure and extending the operation of the component as much as possible but
preventing major damage.
The planned replacement operations within the preventive maintenance are performed
"just in time", and the corrective maintenance interventions are reduced, preventing critical
breakdowns and long downtime. Moreover, knowing the time of failure, the inventory of
existing spare parts in stock or the requests for delivery to the purchasing department can be
resolved in a timely manner, before the intervention.
Because there are several critical components in a machine, determining the probability
of component failure over time is reduced to a multi-classification problem using time series
and machine learning algorithms.
A multi-classification model will be based on data collected from several similar
production lines (from one or more factories), and each sample of data marked by a timestamp
will be labelled with the status of critical components: The "critical component" that failed, if
the sample describes a failure state, or "normal", if the sample is a normal state in which none
of the critical components failed.
For each type of machine, several component codes can be identified - critical
components, which can be considered target labels in the predictive model.
Telemetry data captured in the monitoring process from PLCs, such as voltage,
pressure, rotation, vibration, will be used in the model feature set, along with other features,
including a set of aggregate measurements, calculated on a lagging window 6 or 12 hour (rolling
average, standard deviation, minimum or maximum value in that range).
Other features will be added to this feature set, such as error logs received from
machines while they are still operational. Only those errors (error ids) that are crucial in
predicting a future failure will be chosen from the error glossary, and because they cannot be
mediated, being categorical values, the total number of errors of each type will be considered
in the window. set delay, for each machine.
Also, the number of days since the last replacement for each component code, from each
machine ID, will be calculated using the maintenance history in the Maintenance section,
looking for break-down replacement operations and the history of planned component
replacements, knowing that the time interval since the last replacement represents the number
of operating hours of the component, which is highly correlated with its degradation level.
The target variable, the component that failed, will be extracted from the intervention
history break-down, from the component replacement operations to the failure, from where the
component codes, the machine ID and the timestamp that marks the moment of failure for each
machine will be extracted. Another useful feature that could complete the input data set
provided to the model is the age of the machine taken from the technical data sheet of the
machine (Year of production / Date of installation), knowing that the number of hours of
operation of the machine is correlated with the degree of Wear.
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Based on these characteristics extracted from historical data, predictive models learn
degradation patterns and will predict future outcomes with some probability. The validation of
the proposed methods was done by comparing the actual failures in the test set with those
predicted by the model driven on the training set. The confusion matrix was calculated showing
the predicted faults in the column and the actual failures of the components in rows.
Several classification models will be considered in the prediction: models based on decision
trees or models based on neural networks. The model with the best results in the evaluation
metrics will be chosen in the end to make the prediction on the data set in real time, in the
process of monitoring the machines.
Different data sets, taken from the Microsoft Azure cloud, were used to illustrate the
solution, with records of the operational history from a set of 500 machines of 4 types, over a
period of operation of approximately one year.
Analyzing the evaluation metrics, the XGBoost classifier obtained the highest score
F1 = 0.83, being the best classifier for the study data.
XGBoost (Extreme Gradient Boosting) uses the principle of gradient boosting, but with
differences in modeling details. XGBoost uses a more complex form of adjustment of the model
for over-fitting control and achieves better performance.
The objective function to be optimized is the Loss function regularized by the term Ω according
to the formula:
(𝑡)
Obj(t)(Ɵ) = L(Ɵ) + Ω(Ɵ) = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑙( 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑦⏞𝑖 ) + ∑𝑡𝑖=1 Ω(𝑓𝑖 )
(1)
The complexity of the decision tree is given by the adjustment term (f) and is defined
for XGBoost as follows:
1
Ω(f) = ɣ𝑇 + 2 ʎ ∑𝑇𝑗=1 𝜔𝑗 2
(2)
where ω is the vector of the tree leaf scores, T is the number of leaves.
XGBoost trees can have a variety of end nodes.
The XGBoost algorithm better supports processing multi-core, which reduces drive
time.
Table 1. Confusion matrix for XGBoost classifier

Predicted failure
failure
component1
component2
component3
component4
none

component1 component2 component3 component4
1495
20
7
21
196

34
2014
10
30
255

4
16
608
1
144

10
9
4
983
127

none
386
475
141
189
178 366

Accuracy = 0.988795
Accuracy = 0.851703
Recall = 0.810682
F1 = 0.830687
From the studies performed and the results obtained, the Random Forest algorithm can also be
used, for which a score of F1 = 0.76 is obtained, being faster than the Gradient Boosting
classifier.
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Fig. 11. Importance of Features for the XGBoost Model

The neural network did not perform as well as the decision trees, not having enough examples
of failures to learn the degradation behavior of the components, the score being only F1 = 0.55.

Diagnosing bearing defects by vibration analysis, using the Deep Learning approach.
Case Study.
The use of labeled data to learn expressive representations of normality / abnormality is
crucial for accurate detection of anomalies. The models proposed in this case study are
supervised learning models, with good classification accuracy, which learn directly from the
raw time series data provided by accelerometers. The only condition is that the samples are
labeled correctly.
The case study uses a set of deep learning algorithms to diagnose bearing defects, which
will detect the degradation pattern of the vibrations measured by the sensors and will finally
classify the types of defects labeled in the drive set.
The method presented is for point anomalies - carrying defects in the early stages and
cannot be used for group anomalies. It also focuses on detecting anomalies from single data
sources, not multiple heterogeneous data sources.
The study tests several neural networks on the open-source data set CWRU (Case
Western Reserve University), using multivariate time series.
We tested: deep neural networks (DNN) composed of fully connected layers,
convolutional neural networks (CNN) defined by various groups of convolutional layers and
pooling layers (restriction), recurrent neural networks (RNN), Long short-term memory
networks (LSTM) built on recurring layers and hybrid networks - combinations of RNN and
LSTM with convolutions. All models are evaluated and compared.
Finally, the study obtains the best results on the RNN networks enhanced with
convolutions and then by averaging the result with the second best obtained model (CNN), it
obtains an accuracy in the test data set of 98.50 %.
The method captures the vibration dynamics of both bearings in two simultaneous time
series and the dependence between the two series, with more complex labeling, for more
reliable predictions.
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To validate this deep learning neural network-based diagnostic methodology, we used
data provided by Case Western Reserve University (CWRU - https://csegroups.case.edu
/bearingdatacenter/pages/12k-drive-end-bearing-fault- data), coming from vibration sensors
mounted on a motor in an experimental stand (Fig. 12).

Fig. 12. CWRU Experimental Stand

The stand used to purchase the bearing data set consists of a 2 hp electric motor (1), a
torque transducer (2), a dynamometer (3) and an electronic control module. Test bearings
support the motor shaft. Punctual failures were introduced, using a machine with electric
discharges on the test bearing (B1), with defect diameters of 0.007” and 0.021” at two different
rotational speeds: 1797 rpm, engine load (hp) 0 and 1772 rpm, motor load (CP) 1.
Defects in the outer ring are stationary defects because the outer ring is fixed.
As a result, the placement of the fault relative to the bearing area of the bearing has direct
implications on the vibrational response of the system. DE (B1) drive end bearing has defects
in the outer ring, located in the loading area in the 6 o'clock position, at 3 o'clock (orthogonal
to the loading area) and at 12 o'clock (opposite the loading area) (Fig. 13).
0.007” and 0.021” point defects were also placed in the B1 bearing, inner ring and
rollers.

FIG. 13. Placement of faults relative to the loading area (6),
opposite the loading area (12) and orthogonal to it (3).

All data sets were collected using accelerometers attached to the magnetically based
motor housing and placed in the 12 o'clock position, both at the drive end DE (B1) at bearing
B1 and at the fan end FE (B2) at bearing B2, for each rotational speed. Data were collected at
a sampling rate of 12,000 samples/ second for both bearings.
Fan end bearing B2 is considered normal, with no defects in the study, but the proposed
model may well model defects in B2, which involves adding more labels, indicative of fan end
defects (B2), to the samples provided.
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Fig. 14. Four misalignment scenarios that can cause bearing failures:
a.Non-aligned shaft, b. curved shaft, c. Outer ring inclined, d. Defective in inner ring

Fig. 15. Defective data set [mV / g] in inner ring in bearing (B1), defective diameter 0.007”
and normal fan end bearing (B2), Load 1

The data sets comprising the acceleration bearings at the drive end (B1) and the fan end (B2)
are considered separately for two fault diameters, 0.007” and 0.021”, in two different load cases
- 0 hp engine load and 1 hp engine load, for 5 types of faults. The sets contain defects in the
inner stroke, defects in the rollers and 3 types of defects in the outer stroke: centered,
orthogonal, respectively opposite to the loading area.
Also, two sets of data for normal behavior were considered for each task, resulting in 11 classes
/ labels in the end (Table 2).
This means that the study will be performed for each task separately (task 0 and task 1) using
11 data sets each (11 time series), a total of 22 data sets provided by the CWRU:
- two data sets for normal bearing behavior, without defect, for each load, five data sets for the
five types of defects, with a diameter of 0.007 ”, at load 0, five data sets for the same five types
of defects, but having a diameter of 0.021” , at load 0, five data sets for the five types of faults,
with a diameter of 0.007 ”, at load 1 and five data sets for the five types of faults with a diameter
of 0.021” and load 1. Each data set will be labeled, in each case of loading, according to Table
2.
Table 2. Sets labeled on Load 0
Data type
Data type Nr. Samples
(B1)
(B2)
(B1, B2)
Normal
Normal
243938
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Defect in inner stroke 0.007”
Defect in outer stroke centered 0.007”
Defect in outer stroke orthogonal 0.007”
Defect in outer stroke opposite 0,007”
Defect in rollers 0.007”
Defect in inner stroke 0.021”
Defect in outer stroke centered 0.021”
Defect in outer stroke orthogonal 0.021”
Defect in outer stroke opposite 0.021”
Defect in rollers 0.021”

Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

121265
121991
122281
122281
122571
122136
122426
121701
121846
121991

Label 1
Label 2
Label 3
Label 4
Label 5
Label 6
Label 7
Label 8
Label 9
Label 10

The time series will be further segmented into samples to be supplied to the proposed
models. We need to know the length of the time series. The total number of data recorded by
accelerometers in the original data sets can be seen in Table 5.23. A total of 1464427 samples,
included in all 11 files, will be the buffer size of the study data set for task 0.
At task 0, the engine speed is 1797 rpm (RPM) and because the sampling rate is of
12000 / s, means that 12000-point data are recorded in one second and we have a speed of 30
rot / s, with 400 data points contained in a period of rotation. At load 1, the rotational speed is
1772 rot / min (RPM), at the same sampling rate, this means 29.53 rot / s, so for both cases the
rotational speed will be approximately 30 rpm.
Multivariate time series were formed, considering parallel sequences of data provided
by accelerometers mounted on B1 and B2 (Fig. 16):

Fig.16. Composition of the multivariate time
series (series of two variables, one variable in B1 and one variable in B2)

Each of the 11 multivariate time series will be divided into three parts (70%, 15%, 15%) and
then the parts of the series will be concatenated. The first 70% of each time series will be
concatenated to obtain the training data set, the next 15% will be concatenated to form the
validation data set, and the last 15% of all 11-time series will be concatenated. be concatenated
to compose the test set.
Validation set will help prevent over-involvement (overfitting) set training throughout
the ages drive and define the best neural network.
The test data set will be used to calculate the accuracy of the model classification.
After the preparation of the three data sets, the data were segmented by dividing them
into sequential batches of quarter rotation, consisting of windows of 100 data points that were
served to the model as two-dimensional feature vectors, in tensors of length 100, by using a
segmentation function.
At the length tensor 100, the function will map the label, which is another length tensor
11, marking the classes (one class for normal and ten classes for defects), obtained by coding
one hot of the labels. The function will mix the samples thus formed and will form batches of
20 tensors of this type (Fig. 17):
(<tf.Tensor: shape = (20,100,2)>, <tf.Tensor: shape = (20,11) >)

Fig. 17. A set of 20 tensors - Segmentation of the two-dimensional data set
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in two - dimensional tensors, length 100

This segmentation of the two-dimensional data set will feed the CNN, RNN, RNNCNN, LSTM-CNN, LSTM models proposed in the study, all accepting a multidimensional
input, batches of 100 two-dimensional tensors. These models will fit a total of 100 + 100
features on a single label.
A DNN model will also be trained, in this case reducing the two-dimensionality by
concatenating the two segments from the two sensors, due to the one-dimensional input
accepted by the DNN network, obtaining a one-dimensional tensor of 200 points.
[L0, L1,…. , L10] is the vector encoding one hot of the label,
[L0, L1,…. , L10] = [1, 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0] means the representation of the normal state, class
0, without defects, having 1 in the first position of the vector, at index 0.
[L0, L1,…. , L10] = [0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0] represents the roll defect of 0,007 ”,
which is class 5, having 1 on the 6th position, at index 5 of the vector.
When local defects occur in the outer / inner ring and in the tread (cracks, holes), the
interaction between the tread and the tread results in discontinuous, time-varying, and uneven
contact forces, which generate a specific signature in the signal. vibrational.
It was possible to observe the signature of the vibrations specific to each type of defect
and size and the way in which the defect of one bearing induces vibrations in the second bearing
without defect, through the shaft.
For each load we tried to define and train several models.
Some models required a change in structure, more layers, or more training times when
switching from Load 0 to Load 1 to get comparable results, but the best models worked. the
same for both cases.
The objective function (called the Cost or Loss function) used for all the proposed
models was Categorical Cross Entropy, which calculates the loss of a sample by calculating
the following sum:
C (yi, 𝑦̂i) = Categorical cross-entropy
𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑢𝑛𝑒 𝑖𝑒ș𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑖= 11
= - ∑𝑖=1
𝑦𝑖 ⋅ log 𝑦̂i

(3)

where 𝑦̂i is the scalar value at position i (of node i) predicted at the model output, yi is the
corresponding (real) target value, and the output size is the number of scalar values at the model
output (11 values for 11 classes ).
The aim is to minimize the objective C function by using the gradient reduction method.
The shift to the minimum is determined by the gradient of the objective function:

∇C = (

𝜕𝐶

,

𝜕𝐶

…,

𝜕𝐶

,

𝜕𝐶

)

(4)
The iterative method of optimizing the objective function was performed with the Adam
optimizer instead of the Stochastic Gradient Descend (SGD) optimizer, which got better results.
The Optimizer Adam calculates individual learning rates, adaptive, for each weight, which it
adapts separately to each epoch (6), learning is improved, while SGD maintains a learning rate
- a step of single drop (alpha) for all weight updates and does not change during training.
The activation function chosen in the last output layer is Softmax function in all models,
because in this case we wanted to predict only one defect in each sample, the data sets in the
study containing only one type of defect.
With the function Softmax, the probability P (c | x ) of a class cj (where c ∈{0,1,…, 10}),
given the sample x (which is a tensor), is dependent on the probabilities of the other classes, as
in formula (5):
𝜕1 𝜕2

𝜕n

𝜕b

j

i
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P(cj|xi) =

𝑒 𝑧𝑗

(5)
𝑧𝑘
∑10
𝑘=0 𝑒
where zj = ∑ωijai+ bj is the sum of the linear combination of activations in the previous layer
and the bias of the unit j in the final layer.
In subsequent tests, changing the activation function to the sigmoid function, in the last
layer, for the prediction of several simultaneous defects, gave equally good predictions.
For the study in Python, the following were used: TensorFlow 2.0 and NumPy libraries
for scientific calculation, Matplotlib Pyplot for graphical data display, Pandas for reading csv
files and data set composition in DataFrame, sklearn for metrics and Keras for defining learning
models deep.
All models were first trained in 100 epochs to select the best learning rate - the best
learning rate for finding the size of the initial gradient step for the Adam optimizer.
A callback function was used to calculate the best learning rate, denoted by lr_schedule,
which best reduces the loss, its value being adjusted at each time according to formula (7).
lr_schedule is a configurable hyperparameter, it controls the speed with which the model learns,
it is the step of moving to the minimum of the objective function at each iteration, by updating
the weights according to the formulas (5.9):
𝜕𝐶

 =  + 𝑙𝑟_𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒 𝜕

(6)

𝜕𝐶

b = b + 𝑙𝑟_𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒 𝜕b
In order to choose the best learning rate , a graphical representation of it was made
according to the value of the loss obtained at each epoch and the value lr_schedule was chosen
that minimizes the loss the most (Loss), according to formula (7).
lr_schedule = tf.keras.callbacks.LearningRateScheduler (
lambda epoch: 1e-7 * 10**(epochs / 20))

(7)

The 6 models built for both load cases will have as evaluation metrics: categorical
accuracy (ratio between correctly predicted number of samples and total number of samples),
loss and F1 score.
RNNCNN Model - Recurrent Neural Network with Convolutions
An RNNCNN model was constructed by alternating two sequences consisting of two recurrent
layers and two 1D convolutions. The first two convolutions have a max-pooling layer that
restricts 3 times the number of parameters and the next two convolutions in the second RNN
sequence are followed by a global constraint layer (global average pooling), followed by a last
dense layer with 11 units neuronal, for the prediction of the 11 classes.
Twelve 5-core filters were used for each convolution, and the number of memory cells was
changed from 100 to 50 because 100 cells over-trained the model. The results obtained were
remarkable.
After selecting the best learning rate starting, from 1e-5 to task 1 and 7e-5 to task 0, the model
was trained over a period of 1000 epochs in both cases.
A total accuracy of 99.75% was obtained on the training set, respectively 98.40% on the
validation set, on task 0 and a total accuracy of 100% on the training set and 96.62% on the
validation set, at load 1.
When evaluating on the test set, a very good accuracy of 98,54% was achieved at load 0 and
97,33% at load 1, respectively, this result surpassing all other models tested.
The recognition of the 0.007” diameter defect in the roll - Label 5 - has been improved,
obtaining a Recall of 87% at load 1 and 99% at load 0 (Table 3).
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Table 3. Classification report Model RNNCNN, on test set, Load 0 and Load 1
Label
Precision Recall F1
Precision Recall F1
load 0
load 0 load 0 load 1
Load 1 Load 1
Label 0
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
Label 1
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
Label 2
0.99
0.97
0.98
0.99
0.96
0.97
Label 3
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.98
0.99
Label 4
0.99
0.96
0.98
0.95
0.96
0.96
Label 5
1.00
0.99
0.99
0.93
0.87
0.90
Label 6
0.99
0.97
0.98
0.98
0.99
0.99
Label 7
0.93
0.98
0.95
0.95
0.98
0.96
Label 8
0.97
1.00
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
Label 9
1.00
0.96
0.98
0.99
0.98
0.99
Label 10
0.95
1.00
0.97
0.86
0.91
0.88
Accuracy
Load 0 0.985
Load 1 0.973
F1
Load 0 0.99
Load 1 0.98

The accuracy also for Label 5 is 93% at Load 1, which means that 93% of the total
predictions for Label 5 are true, the confusion matrix also illustrating this result in Fig. 18 (158
samples correctly detected and 11 assigned to other classes).

Fig. 18. Confusion matrix on the test set in the RNNCNN model at Load 1

The highest performances were obtained by the RNNCNN and CNN models, according
to the summary of the scores in Table 3.
A function in Python is written, to make a weighted average elementwise between model
predictions for each class, trying to further improve the score. The function is based on an array
containing the best models and the test set.
Model

1. CNN
2 DNN
3. RNN
4. RNNCNN

Table 3. Model Summary
Total accuracy
F1
Total accuracy
F1
On test set
On test set
O ntest set
On test set
Load 0
Load 0
Load 1
Load 1
94%
0.96
92%
0.94
89%
0.93
79%
0.82
90%
0.94
89%
0.91
98.50%
0.99
97.35%
0.98
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5. LSTM
6. LSTMCNN

79%
86.61%

0.85
0.91

66%
82.29%

0.68
0.85

At load 0, the mediation model obtained a maximum accuracy of 97.94% and an F1
score = 0.987 by mediating the CNN and RNNCNN models, without downgrading the
RNNCNN, and at load 1, the mediated model improved the prediction by approximately 1%,
eventually reaching an accuracy of 98.19% (Table 4).
Best Models

RNNCNN
Mediation Model
(CNN, RNNCNN )

Table 4. Summary of the Best Models
Accuracy
F1
Accuracy
Test Set
Test Set
Test Set
Load 0
Load0
Load 1
98.50%
0.990
97.35%
97.94%
0.987
98.19%

F1
Test Set
Load1
0.980
0.987

Original Contributions
The original contributions are structured according to the objectives of the thesis, set out in the
first chapter of this paper. The main contribution of the research conducted in the thesis is the
design and development of a collaborative web-based platform for maintenance management,
a CMMS tool to manage several types of maintenance: reactive, predictive, maintenance based
on status monitoring and predictive maintenance.
This research successfully designed, developed, and implemented the IOTIA web-based
platform and conducted a series of studies to identify methods based on machine learning to
diagnose and predict the status of monitored equipment and detect an anomaly. However, the
research work during the years of the doctoral study consisted not only in the realization of the
platform but also in the completion of the current state in the field, the analysis of mathematical
concepts underlying artificial intelligence algorithms, the analysis of traditional methods of
statistical data analysis to identify the anomaly, diagnostics and forecasting. The platform also
integrates modern methods that include artificial intelligence and IoT technology for
diagnostics, forecasting with ML and DL techniques and forecasting with various methods of
prediction failure and RUL estimation of an equipment/component.
Thus, the main personal contributions of the thesis based on the secondary theoretical and
conceptual analysis embedded in implementation platform are:
1. Conceptual analyzes were conducted on smart factory solutions in the context of Industry
4.0, the cyber-physical system and the CPS system architecture that would allow the creation
of a CMMS interface capable of connecting and communicating at all levels. The aim of the
research was to choose an architecture for the CPS system based on which the maintenance
platform developed in the thesis can be implemented.
2. The generation-specific solutions of maintenance over time were analyzed and the
maintenance techniques within them were presented. The evolution of the maintenance concept
was studied, presenting the main types of maintenance that can be applied in Industry 4.0 as
well as their limitations. The purpose of this research was to identify the maintenance concepts
applied in Industry 4.0 and which can be integrated into the IOTIA platform as well as the
necessary changes to remove some of their limitations.
3. Current methods based on machine learning were analyzed using ML or DL artificial
intelligence algorithms, as well as statistical methods for detecting the anomaly in the
monitored data from the sensor measurements. The aim of the research was to select methods
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for detecting the anomaly according to the particularities that may be encountered in the
industry, for use in the platform: some methods require more resources for calculation and are
more sensitive to noise, other methods depend on the size of the training set and give results
when we have a large number of samples, greater than the number of features, while other
methods scale well for large values of the number of features. Some methods require data
labeling (abnormal data and normal data) and can be adopted when we have a large number of
anomalies in the training set, other methods based on unsupervised learning, such as
Autoencoder networks, do not use data labeled to make a classification, but use the model's
drive on wear-free equipment (we have no anomalies), so that we can later detect deviations
when the equipment begins to degrade.
4. The performance and limitations of modern fault diagnosis techniques have been investigated
with algorithms that in addition to detecting the anomaly also detect the cause, using the databased approach and the model-based approach. In the data-based approach, with a wider
applicability in the industrial sphere, classification diagnostic techniques have been studied
based on traditional machine learning algorithms and deep learning algorithms. The aim of this
research was to select modern DL algorithms to a large extent for diagnosing defects within the
IOTIA platform, as they have a higher representation power compared to traditional ML
algorithms and the ability to automatically extract and select representative features from the
monitored data set. In this regard, in Chapter 5 a case study was performed for the diagnosis of
incipient defects in bearings with deep learning algorithms, by vibration analysis. The raw data
transmitted by the sensors (accelerations) were used, and the characteristics were extracted
directly from the neural networks.
5. A series of research were performed for the selection of RUL prediction techniques using
ML and DL suitable for the development of the proposed platform. To predict the remaining
useful time of the equipment, several forecasting techniques were presented in paragraph 3.4.2
of Chapter 3 which is based on three approaches: the model-based approach, the experiencebased approach, and the data-based approach. The purpose of researching these techniques was
to select them to be embedded in the design of the platform and used according to industry
cases. Direct RUL DL direct estimation methods are very handy when we have a rich history
of the evolution to failure of a large number of similar equipment / components from which DL
neural models are able to learn different failure patterns specific to various stages of wear. But
the implementation of these models requires the archiving of huge amounts of data over a long
period of time (years), from several similar sources and the knowledge of the state of
degradation of historical samples (RUL) at the time of historical archiving. This is also true for
similarity models that estimate the RUL based on the similarity of the degradation trajectories
of the historical courts. The method requires the calculation of the status indicator based on the
RUL / max_RUL degradation state and the construction of the degradation model for each
instance with statistical methods. The degradation trajectory similarity models apply to those
systems that are under-maintained, the models intuiting the complete rolling pattern until the
complete degradation of the system (running to failure). Also, in cases where we do not have a
complete history of running to failure, but we know the lifespan of similar components, we can
choose the traditional methods of survival modeling that model the failure time of the
component from historical data (similar components from fleet), depending only on the number
of hours of operation or possibly also on the state characteristics of the machine (operating
mode, batch of its manufacture) using hazard functions.
From the perspective of the design and effective development of the CMMS platform for
maintenance management, the thesis includes a series of original contributions as follows:
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6. Creating a modular structure so that platform services can be accessed depending on the size
of the company and maintenance strategies Preventive, Predictive and Maintenance-based
Maintenance modules are built separately in the Model / View / Controller structure of the
application and can be activated independently according to the needs of the company. The
configurator, the Technical Base, the Utilities module, and the Setup module are basic modules
that will be found in the basic component of the platform. The platform can configure and
manage one or more work points with one or more production lines.
7. Realization of an asset configurator on the production lines according to a modular structure
- components / subassemblies / machines.
With the help of the configurator, you can easily instantiate the equipment from one or more
factories, just by selecting and adding the configured equipment. A much better visualization
of the maintenance process is obtained as well as the monitoring of the equipment at component
and subassembly level, not only at machine level.
The history of maintenance operations and the generated reports are highlighted at the level of
machine code, subassembly code, component code.
8.Development of a production line configurator within an enterprise. Production lines are
easily defined, equipment is added by selection once the asset structure is already defined in
the configurator. By selecting a production line, you get a quick view of the real status of all
the machines on the line, by reading the status of the equipment transmitted by the PLCs and
displayed in the user interface.
9. Development of a spare parts and consumables management system. Each entity on the
production line (machine, subassembly, or component) is identified by a unique ID. The history
of component replacement operations (breakdown or planned replacement) as well as
equipment maintenance operations builds a clear record of the movement of consumable flows
within the company, because in each operation sheet, the technician marks the consumables
used (quantities) and / or replacement parts.
10.Generation and planning of maintenance interventions, inspections, and corrective
interventions, planning of maintenance teams, reports related to preventive interventions and
their operations, automatic timekeeping of the workforce correlated with the working hours of
technicians in an integrated system. The maintenance manager has an exact situation of the
developer of the interventions in the company, through the records provided by the Intervention
Generator. The generator will automatically create on the exact date, according to the setting in
the Configurator, the intervention to be performed on each machine, with a warning window.
The intervention can consist of one or more operations defined on the subassemblies of the
machine and displays the due date. The application allows the assignment of teams for each
intervention, the assignment of technicians for each operation as well as supervisors.
The operation of the scheduled tasks within the interventions, through the tools included in the
Maintenance module, generates multiple reports related to the activities undertaken by staff in
time intervals through time sheets, completion of operation sheets, tickets sent with various
requests to departments, discussion history and the files attached to the activities, through the
history of the actions performed on the platform captured in the Activities subsection, through
the history of the training sessions and the online feedbacks from the questionnaires.
Asset reports are generated, with operations performed on the equipment or subassembly, in
time intervals, which together with the status reports obtained by monitoring some status
parameters complete the asset status log. In case of damage or inspections, the inspection sheets
completed by the technicians generate the corrective interventions to be carried out, with all the
necessary operations.
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11. A complex visualization of the intervention; any intervention offers through the stored
information views from several perspectives: condition, costs, team performance. The summary
of the intervention contains a graphical illustration of the status and performance data, the tree
structure of operations and fact sheets of operations with their statuses, Gantt chart of the
intervention, tickets sent to departments, expenses, file library and discussion archive generated
by the team. intervention. This structure gives a clearer view of the maintenance activity.
12. Online asset monitoring through a large cloud data retrieval system and implementation of
anomaly detection algorithms, sending and displaying alarms.
The monitoring system allows an active view of the status of the equipment, by displaying the
monitored parameters with the help of graphical panels Grafana. At the same time, historical
information of the asset is obtained, by displaying all the interventions performed and the status
reports regarding the operating / non-operating hours. The data accumulated at this level from
the PLCs and from the mounted additional sensors are taken over by the anomaly detection
algorithms for the evaluation of the normality state and the transmission of alarms, in case of
the identification of some anomalies. The platform implements algorithms for detecting
anomaly by unsupervised learning with Autoencoder-type neural networks, by classification
using supervised learning feedforward neural networks or can implement the statistical model
of Gaussian distribution, depending on industry cases.
13. Tablet application that implements AR technology to quickly identify subassemblies, send
and receive maintenance history information when technicians are in the field for technical
inspections or performing interventions.
14. Integration of predictive and preventive maintenance applications with the physical
processes of effective maintenance operation, by transmitting and recording information
directly from the field, through the team of technicians. By implementing codes on
subassemblies and machines, which are easily scanned and identified by technicians during
interventions, all necessary information on the status and maintenance history is accessed,
together with the related technical documentation. At the same time, information is transmitted
to the CMMS system and a history of operations, and a library of concrete fault cases is built.
The Integrated Discussion Library (maintenance module) can create a solid response base over
time by implementing AI algorithms, when investigating the cause in diagnosing faults or
looking for information on performing maintenance operations.
15. Integrate a remote support video conferencing solution, accessed by desktop CMMS
application, tablet, or AR glasses.
The video conferencing system is a means of communication between field technicians and
supervisors and is also integrated with AR glasses for comfort during inspections or
interventions.
16. Ticketing support for company departments. The ticketing system integrated in the platform
generates a better communication between the maintenance, production, and procurement
departments, for the rapid resolution of emergencies related to consumable orders, spare parts,
stock inquiry, etc. It can be later extended to suppliers, for better horizontal implementation of
the enterprise.

17. Technical libraries accessed at component / subassembly / machine / maintenance level, in
various formats (electronic or video documents). The proposed system brings together libraries
of technical documentation at several levels. There are file libraries built into the Configurator
and Technical Base of the CMMS platform, by the administrators of these modules, who have
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creation / editing rights. User-built libraries have been implemented in the Maintenance module
- Files, Discussions and Operations Sheets sections, where they can attach various file formats
available to all those who have access rights in sections. There are personal document libraries,
accessible only to the logged in user, in the Utilities module - File Library section.
18. Tracking of maintenance-related expenses by detailed accounting of the cost of
interventions. The implemented system allows a flexible way of calculating the expenses
related to the maintenance operations and the labor expenses for each intervention and the
constituent operations separately. The system quantifies the labor costs for maintenance,
established by the time sheets and working times marked in the system, the costs of spare parts
and consumables and other types of costs in the company for maintenance and processes. This
system allows detailed reporting of component / subassembly / machine / operation /
intervention / production line / technician / factory level costs.
19. Implement a predictive model library programmed in Python and integrated into Jupyter
Notebook files.
20. Carrying out a case study to predict the failure of a component in a time window. The case
study presented in Chapter 5, paragraph 5.2.7.1, performs the prognosis of the component in
systems subject to preventive maintenance, as part of a regular component replacement process.
Therefore, the presented method is not an RUL estimate, it is a method of predicting the failure
of the component in a time window and it was considered that it can be a method that can be
integrated in several industrial companies.
21. Carrying out a case study for the diagnosis of bearing defects using several deep learning
algorithms. The case study presented in Chapter 5, paragraph 5.2.7.2, diagnoses bearing defects
by vibration analysis using fault classification techniques with neural networks, without a prior
selection of characteristics. The study perfectly identifies the examples that carry the anomaly
and classifies the incipient defects in the bearings.
The significance of the case studies presented is enhanced by the fact that there is little
information available on the application of ML and DL techniques in the industrial field, with
a detailed description of the methods of diagnosis and forecasting and an example for computer
implementation. Maybe it's because few businesses store data in the cloud, monitoring
equipment over long distances. At present, artificial intelligence enjoys a wider applicability in
the financial field, retail, banking, cyber-security, but too little is used in the industrial field
with concrete examples and techniques. The study included and required the deepening of the
dedicated computer language (Python / Anaconda, Octave, MATLAB, etc.) but also the
implementation and adaptation of mathematical algorithms to the field of study.
Further Development Perspectives
In this thesis, an integrated approach to the maintenance process was attempted by
implementing a flexible and modular software application that best meets the requirements of
the smart industry. In the future, it is intended to expand this platform based on new case studies
with different scenarios on predictive maintenance and the creation of more general models
valid for more customers.
Maintenance and implementation research through the platform is far from over. The IOTIA
platform is in a continuous development, completion, improvement, and automation process.
Such a tool aims to become the interface of a cyber-physical system. There are various
maintenance strategies and operational flows within the companies, and there are different
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degrees of automation. The platform must reach a certain degree of flexibility for a more diverse
integration.
In Romania, this type of service (e-maintenance) is just beginning. It is intended to develop
this product/maintenance management tool, implementation in SaaS or on mode Premises for
as many companies as possible, according to the business plan elaborated in the last year of
doctoral study, within the Program BeAntreprenor. This plan was awarded the First Prize at
the Polytechnic University of Bucharest.
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